The groupoid operation defined by x*y=-I~x+(l+#)y on finite fields was used by Mendelsohn to construct cyclic designs. We investigate the more general situation where the underlying structure is Y., with n odd, but not necessarily prime.
Introduction
In his paper [-6 ], Mendelsohn introduced the concept of perfect cyclic designs, now generally known as Mendelsohn designs. A Mendelsohn design can be thought of as a decomposition of a 2-fold complete, directed, loopless graph into a collection of directed cycles of length k such that the edge set of the graph is partitioned. If every ordered pair of distinct vertices occurs in the cycles precisely 2 times at a distance t apart, the design is said to be t-perfect, see [-3, 4] . A design is perfect if it is t-perfect for t = 1,2 ..... k-1. Mendelsohn gave a technique for constructing such designs, with 2= 1, using quasigroups derived from Galois fields. He defined an operation * on GF(q) by x * y= -#x+(1 +#)y, where # is a primitive kth root of unity and showed that the cycles of the form (a, b, a * b, b * (a * b), (a * b)(b * (a * b) ) .... ) (where the vertices of the graph are labelled with the elements of the field) yield a perfect k-cycle system of order q with 2 = 1. The case #= -½ is of particular interest, because the quasigroup then obtained is commutative, and, when q is prime, it is the idempotent commutative quasigroup which plays such an important role in the construction of Steiner triple systems. The above quasigroup can be defined on 7/, for any odd n, not merely for n an odd prime, and, in general, the operation * will define a quasigroup on 7/, provided *This work was supported by a grant from the Australian Research Council. *Corresponding author. E-mail: sw@maths.uq.oz.au. 0012-365X/95/$09.50 © 1995--Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved SSD! 0012-365X(94)00197-9 both -# and 1 +# are units in 7/. (so n is odd). In this paper we investigate the designs that are obtained in this more general situation, determining cycle lengths and proving resolvability. Lindner and Mendelsohn [5] consider another interesting case, again over a finite field, namely/~ = 1. In this situation • becomes x * y = -x + 2y, and we have cycles of length p. Since (x * y) * y = x, each cycle occurs with its reverse, so we can consider the system as consisting of undirected cycles.
Definitions, notation and preliminary results
As usual, 7/. will denote the ring of integers modulo n; for our purposes n will always be odd. Then • denotes the binary operation on Y, defined by x, y= -/~x +(1 +/~)y. We will consider only the situation where both -p and 1 +/~ are invertible in Z., so that (7/., ,) is a quasigroup. Since n is odd, -# = ½ will always satisfy this condition. In [6] Mendelsohn defined cycles by (Xo,Xl ..... xl .... ), where xi+2=xi,xi+l . He showed that xi=--(kt+kt2+ ... +]./i-1)Xo+(1 +~+]/2+ ""-Jt-///i-1)Xl . Thus Xk=X 0 provided (1 +/~+p2 + ... +/~k-X)(Xl --X0)=0, and then Xk+l =/~(1 +kt+ #2+ ... +I~k-X)(Xl_Xo)+Xl=Xl SO that we have cycles of length k. In the cases considered by Mendelsohn the underlying ring is a field, and so all the non-trivial cycles are of length k provided that/~ is a kth root of unity.
The perfectness of these Mendelsohn systems follows from the fact that, provided i < k, the equation In [2] another method of generating the cycle systems is given, using the operator o defined by x o y = Vx + (1 -/~)y. For/~ and 1 -~t invertible, this is again a semigroup operation, and it is easy to check that, if y is chosen so that xooy=xl, then (Xo, Xo o y, (Xo o y) o y .... ) is the same cycle as the one constructed above using .. This formulation makes the resolvability of the designs much easier to see. We shall make particular use of the cycles obtained by taking y=0. These are of the form (x, #x, t~2x .... ) and all the other cycles can be obtained from these by cyclic generation.
Notation. We will use the notation C(n, #) for the cycle system obtained from the ring Z. (n odd), using the element/~ and the operation ,, (or o when 1 -p is also invertible).
General results
The first lemma of this section has the consequence that the cycle systems are always cyclically generated from an appropriate number of initial cycles. Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that (a+d).
Since the quasigroups we are using are all idempotent, it is sometimes convenient to consider our cycle systems as containing all possible cycles of length one (i.e., loops at the vertices). We use this convention in the following theorem. Proof. We use the isomorphism, qS, between 2~,~ and 2~, x 7/, defined by ac~=la~, a2) where a I ~a mod r and a2 -a mod s. {The Chinese remainder theorem shows that q5 is one-one and onto; the structure preserving properties are an obvious consequence of the properties of modular arithmetic.) Since #4)=(v, r/), we have a *,b =(a, *,,b t, a2 *,b2) and the result on cycle lengths follows immediately. !~2
We now need to examine cycle systems of the form C(p ~, I~). There are two cases to be considered, depending on whether or not kt-1 mod p. Theorem 3.3. /fn=p ", where ~ >~ 2 and/1---1 modp then C(n,#) has p~-p~ 1 cycles of length p~, 1 <~/3~¢t. Let p~ be the largest power of p dividing #-1. Then the cycles of length pl~ can be cyclically generated .from p7 a(p_l) initial cycles jbr /3>7 and pl~-l(p_ 1) initial cycles for/3<--7.
Proof. We first note that since #-1 mod p, 1 + # + p 2 nt -... + i/k-1 ~ 0 rood p" if and only if p"lk. Thus the smallest value of k for which (1 + # +/,2+ ... + #k-1)1Xl _ X01 = 0modp ~ is p'-~ where pO is the highest power of p dividing Xo-Xl. Thus we obtain cycles of length p~, 1 ~< fl ~< ~.
From the way in which the cycle (Xo,Xl ..... xl .... ) is generated, it can be seen thai xi+~-xi=#i(xl-xo).
If we consider the cycle starting (O, ap a .... ), where p~/a, we have that Xp~+l--Xp~=12P~ap ~. Since /,= 1 +bp ~ this is congruent to ap ~ modulo p:' when 7+c5+~=~. Thus a cycle of length fl(=~-3) involves only p~ 7 distinct differences for/3 ~> ?, and one difference for/3 ~< ~. Hence, to use all pe -p~-~ difference,,; which are divisible by precisely pa we need p~ l(p_ 1) initial cycles of length p~ for fl > 7. For/3 ~< 7 we need pt~-l(p_ 1) initial cycles. Since each difference is used p~ times, and each cycle of length pt~ uses pO, we have that the total number of cycles of length /3 is p'-~(p-1). This means, of course, that when we generate the cycles cyclically, we get repetitions after p'-1 (p_ 1)/b steps, where b is the number of initial cycles. In fact, it is easily checked that the (pO-V)th term in the cycle beginning (0, apa,...) is ap ~-~ when fl/> 7. [] Theorem 3.4. Let n=p ~, where ~t>~2 and let 12 have order k> 1 modp (so 1-12 is invertible). If p ~ is the highest power of p dividing 12 k-1 and p-1 = dk, then C(n, 12) has p~ dp~-a cycles of length kp p, 1 <~ fl <<. ct-7 and p'(p~-1)/k cycles of length k. The cycles of length kp ~, 1 ~<fl'~<~-7, can be cyclically generated from dp ~-1 initial cycles and the cycles of length k from (p~-1)/k initial cycles.
Proof. We use the o formula for the cycles in the case y=O. For xEZp,, let x=ap ~ where p,(a. Then the term x~ of the cycle beginning with (x, ...) is given by x~---12~x, and, as above, this is congruent to x modulo p" when i---kp ¢ where (+ 7 + 6 = ~. Thus the length of the cycle is kp ~-~-~ for c~ 7> 7 + 6 and k otherwise. Hence we have cycles of lengths kp p for 0~<fl~<~-7. Since there will be no repetitions of differences in the cycle, using the same argument as in the previous theorem, we see there must be p~-~-l(p_ 1)/kp~-~-~=dp~-i cycles of length kp ~-~-~ in the case y=0, for ~-6>7, and the remaining p~-I elements yield (p~-l)/k cycles of length k. By cyclic generation we get cycles of the same lengths corresponding to each of the p" possible values ofy. [] Using Theorems 3.2-3.4 and a simple induction argument on the number of distinct primes dividing n we can determine the structure of the cycle system C(n,12) for any odd positive integer n and any 12 such that 12 and 12 + 1 are invertible. In general, our cycle systems are not t-perfect for all feasible t, since the equation --(12+122+ ... +12i-1)Xo+(1 +12+122+ -.. +12i-1)x1 :x i will not be soluble for xl if 1 +12+122+ .-. +12 i-1 is not invertible. However, since we are using quasigroups, the systems are always 2-perfect.
Resolvability
Provided one is willing to allow cycles of length l, the C(n, 12) are all resolvable. The following theorem describes the resolution classes.
Theorem 4.1.
(1) Let 12-1 modp and let p~ be the highest power of p dividing 12-1; then each resolution class of C(p ~, 12) contains p'-~ cycles of length pP, 0 <~// <<.~. [Note we are including the resolution class consistin 9 of p~ cycles of length 1.] There are p~-X(p--1) resolution classes containin 9 cycles of length pP for //>7 and pC-l(p_ 1) classes for//<~y. (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 7, 14, 3, 6, 12, 24, 23, 21, 17, 9, 18, 11, 22, 19, 13) , (5, 10, 20, 15 ),(0)}.
(4) C(25, 7): a resolution class consisting of six cycles of length 4 and one of length 1, { (1, 7, 24, 18) , (2, 14, 23, 11) , (3, 21, 22, 4) , (6, 17, 19, 8) , (9, 13, 16, 12), (5, 10, 20, 15 ),(0)}.
(Example (4) also occurs in [1] .) (5) C(25, 6): a resolution class consisting of one cycle of length 25, {(0, 1, 7, 18, 9, 5, 6, 12, 23, 14, 10, 11, 17, 3, 19, 15, 16, 22, 8, 24, 20, 21, 2, 13, 4) }; a resolution class consisting of five cycles of length 5: {(0, 5, 10, 15, 20), (1, 6, 11, 16, 21) , (2, 7, 12, 17, 22) , (3, 8, 13, 18, 23) , (4, 9, 14, 19, 24) }.
Notice that some of the above resolution classes correspond to multiples of consecutive powers of integers. 
The case n=p(2P-1).
Most of our cycle systems have cycles of varying lengths, but one case in which all the nontrivial cycles have the same length is for n=p(2 v-1) (p an odd prime) and # = 2 v-1. We have the following result. Proof. We first note that # and p + 1 are each invertible in 7/.. This is obvious for #, and, since 2 p-1 _ 1 mod p it is clear that p3/# + 1. Also 2 v-1 -2(2 p-1 + l) = -3, so the greatest common divisor of 2 ~-1 and #+ 1 divides 3. Since p is odd, 2 v-1 = 1 mod 3, so 3X/~+ 1. Hence 2P-1 and 2P-1+1 are relatively prime, and the result follows. Hence • is a quasigroup operation. Note that, since 2 p-1-2(2 p-l-l)= 1,#-1 is also relatively prime to 2 p-1.
From the results of Mendelsohn quoted in Section 2, we know that a cycle starting (a, b .... ) has order r, where r is the least positive integer for which (1 -t-] .l'Jr ],l 2 "t-"'" "Jr ].l r-l)(a-b)=Omod p(2P-1).
Since #=-lmodp, and # has order p modulo 2P-l, we have that 1+ #+#2+ ... +#'-l-0modp, 
